
Roadside Cafe

Set the materials out and allow the children 
to create their own café.  Plastic (or real!) 
money will allow them to investigate 
addition and work out change.  Writing 
implements will develop literacy skills.

You will need:
Blanket/sheet

Plastic cutlery

Menus

Chalk

Chalk board

Pencils

Writing pads

Mud kitchen materials

Trays

Plastic money

Till



Weather Station

Children could investigate the weather over a 
number of days or weeks.  This is particularly 
interesting from February to April where 
there is a lot of changeable weather.  They 
could report on previous weather and predict 
the future weather using their knowledge 
of the elements. Children could record 
their weather reports on a tablet device.

You will need:
Weather Cards

Weather Vane

Thermometer

Rain gauge

Windsocks 

Weather Station Display Pack

http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/au-t-3925-weather-station-display-pack


Den Building

Create a scene for the children.  They could be trapped in a fairytale forest, 
landing on the moon or inside a dinosaur’s cave.  They could then build a shelter 
to protect them from the elements.  Remember to give guidelines about their 
shelter – how many people should be able to fit inside/how high it should be/what 
materials to use.

You will need:
Stones

Sticks

Moss

Rope

Leaves

Mud



Tyre Small World Displays
Small world displays are always a great way to encourage children to use their 
imagination and creativity.  In a school setting, older children could help to set 
these up for younger children.  Some ideas include:

Swamp
Mud, leaves, crocodile toys.

Construction
Sand, toy diggers, bulldozers, construction signs, water to make mud cement.

Roads
Small cards, traffic cones, chalkboard painted roads and chalked-out road 
markings.

Jungle
Small animals, branches with leaves to make trees, water jug for a rainforest.

Farmyard
Farm animals, wooden sticks to make pens and fences, toy tractors, grass.

Space
Sand, toy rockets, flags.

Dinosaurs
Sand, mud, branches for 
trees, water for ponds, toy 
dinosaurs.

Mini golf/football/hockey
Grass, small hockey/football ‘nets’ 
made from lollipop sticks and netting, 
golf balls.



Washing Line

Create challenges for children depending on their age.  Can they order numbers 
to 10/create addition calculations for their partner/spell their tricky words?

You will need:
Washing line

Pegs

Laminated cards with  
letters/numbers



Water Play

Create an area that the children can work 
in.  It is best when it is truly raining as this 
is more realistic, but ‘puddles’ could simply 
be created using watering cans.  

Children can add food colouring to the 
puddles to make some coloured ‘paint’  they 
could paint on the walls or other areas of 
the playground.  They can then add washing 
up liquid to make soapy coloured bubbles.  

You will need:
Natural Food colouring

Wellington boots

Umbrellas (optional)

Waterproof clothing

Paintbrushes

Washing up liquid


